
	
SATURDAY, JUNE 23 
 
STRIDE OF PRIDE SEEKS THIRD STRAIGHT WIN IN PREFERRED PACE 

He was unraced at 2 and enjoyed only modest success on the Ohio fairs circuit at 3. But Stride Of Pride 
has blossomed as an older horse. In fact, he’ll be seeking his third straight victory in Saturday’s $18,000 
Preferred Handicap Pace at The Meadows. 

The 5-year-old Manhardt-Apple B gelding leaves from post 6 in race 3 with Ronnie Wrenn, Jr., his pilot 
in both his recent victories. Saturday’s card also features a pair of total-pool guarantees — $7,500 for the 
Pick 4 (races 4-7), $5,000 for the Pick 5 (races 9-13) — as well as a $3,949.20 jackpot for the Super High 5 
(race 13). In addition, Foiled Again, the richest Standardbred ever with more than $7.5 million in lifetime 
earnings, tries again for career victory 100 (race 11, post 9). First post is 1:05 PM.  

Burke Racing Stable, Weaver Bruscemi, LLC and RTC Stables purchased Stride Of Pride privately last 
September a few months after observing him at Northfield Park. Recalls trainer Ron Burke: 

“We watched him get to the half in 53 and still hang on to win. You don’t see that very often. We 
approached the owners, but they said they had no interest in selling. A couple months later they got 
back to us, named their price and we were more than glad to buy him. 

“He got sore, so we gave him a little break. He’s been super since then. I don’t know if he’s racing any 
better now, but I think he’s had more opportunities in better spots.” 

Stride Of Pride won 11 races last year and took his mark of 1:49.3 two weeks go. But perhaps the most 
pleasant surprise about his development, Burke says, is his growing versatility. “That’s the part I really 
like about him,” Burke says. “I thought he might have been a ‘full-speed’ horse but didn’t know if we 
could race him off the pace. Now that we can, it makes him a little more dangerous.” 

He indicated Stride Of Pride will continue to race at The Meadows in the immediate future but may shift 
to Yonkers later in the year. 

Saturday’s program offers a number of fan-centric activities. The “Rockin’ on the Rail” series of Saturday 
live concerts continues with a performance by Tony Janflone, Jr. The music begins on the apron at the 
conclusion of the races. 

The Meadows Standardbred Owners Association (MSOA) will host “Harness Racing Bingo” and offer 
paddock tours and starting gate rides. Fore more information or to participate, stop by the MSOA 
information table in the Racebook. 

  



 
 
 
RACE 1 – PREFERRED TROT 
 
1 – HOMEPAGE – Moves up to the top level again after a second place finish last week, and has been 
assigned the inside post.  Shows 4 starts at this level, but hasn’t been better than 4th in those efforts, so 
this class may be a bit too tough for her right now.   
 
2 – DELCREST MAGICSTAR – Broke at the start last week, so ignore that line.  Her previous two efforts 
were good, and she will need her best to contend at this level today.   
 
3 – GLIDINTHRUPARADISE – Another one that broke last week.  Ignore that since it doesn’t happen 
often to this one, and look for her to be competitive in here today.  She posted back-to-back wins in this 
level just over a month ago.   
 
4 – EXPOSE YOURSELF – Sat a good pocket trip last time but couldn’t catch Barn Girl coming home. 
Has the gate speed to get into a similar spot today, but it’s hard to expect her to catch that one this 
week.  She certainly could hold second all the way around and finish there.     
 
5 – READY ANY TIME – Was sent off at 18-1 last week in her local debut and challenged Barn Girl late.  
Very solid effort for a horse that hadn’t raced in 3 weeks and had never been here before.  She’s the 
main contender today for the crown.   
 
6 – BARN GIRL – The queen of local trotters once again this year, she’s the one to catch.  Last week, 
however, the newcomer Ready Any Time gave her a challenge.  Expect Barn Girl to be her usual self 
again today, which means she will be hard to pass in the closing strides.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  6-5-3-4 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – NW 1 PACE 
 
1 – UNTESTED HANOVER – Sat mid-pack last week and had little chance to catch the frontrunner after a 
slow first half and a sprint home.  Held his position throughout, never letting anyone pass him, which was 
certainly a positive sign in the first effort.   
 
2 – WESTERN THUNDER – Similar story to #1 last week, as this one also had little chance to win after 
getting away 4th.  However, this one did pass a rival last week in a very solid first effort.  The 27.2 final 
quarter was impressive, so this one should be a big factor today.   
 
3 – VOLLEY BALL BEACH – Opted to qualify twice even though he could have raced last week.  
Followed up a good first effort with an even better one the second time around.  After a slow first half, 
he sprinted home in 56.2 with a quick last quarter.  He’ll see quicker fractions today, so let’s see how he 
responds in the final half mile.   
 
4 – ROJAN’S WAY – Gained some experience with the 2:00.1 qualifying effort.  Hasn’t shown the flashy 
speed of some others in here, so he’ll be a longer shot in his career debut.   
 
5 – DYLAN SAM – Showed some early speed last week then lost a position in the final quarter.  Still 
paced home in 27.4, and can be a factor today.  Will likely use his early speed once again.  Palone had a 
choice between this one and #7, and chose this one.   
 
6 – SMOKEY PLACES – Sat a conservative trip in his qualifier, pacing a decent mile with a fast final half.  
He’ll gain some experience today and will be a moderate price.   
 
7 – DANCEATHON – Put in a very good effort on June 11, one of two youngsters that competed in the 
NW1 level against three- and four-year-olds that day.  Paced in 1:57 and looked good doing it.  Post 
hurts a bit today, but it looks like he can get out of the gate a little bit to try to offset the post.   
However, keep in mind that Palone opted off this one for #5. 
 
8 – CHINATOWN BEACH – Was bet to 3-1 for his first career start last week, but made a break from the 
rail.  Draws another tough assignment today with the outside post. Today may be more of an 
educational race, as he’ll try to stay on stride and keep from having to re-qualify.   
 
SELECTIONS:   3-7-2-1 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – PREFERRED PACE 
 
1 – MAJOR NEMESIS – Won his last two local starts before heading to Ohio.  Won once there, but has 
had bad posts the last couple of starts.  Gets the rail today but steps up to the top level, which should 
be a challenge for him.   
 
2 – BORN OF FIRE – Made his debut in this class last week and came on very strong in the stretch, 
rallying to get 4th with a 27-flat last quarter.  He’ll get away toward the back again today, and will do his 
best to pass horses late.  The shorter field may work against him, as there may not be enough early 
action to set up quick fractions.   
 
3 – REGGIANO – He appeared to be overmatched on paper last week, but turned in a very impressive 
performance, pulling first-over at the half and still nearly winning in his local debut. He may have to take 
the same route today.  Hall had a choice today among the 3 inside horses, and went with this one. 
 
4 – DAPPER DUDE – Roughed up to a 53.3 half last week at Scioto, so he had reason to get tired in the 
stretch.  The big question today is will he bounce right back and be 100%, or did last week take 
something out of him? 
 
5 – LINCOLNJAMES – Worked his way to the lead after the quarter last week, but couldn’t hold off the 
challenge from Reggiano, eventually fading to fifth.  He’ll need a better effort to contend today.   
 
6 – STRIDE OF PRIDE – Very sharp right now, posting two straight wins at the top level.  He’ll be the one 
to beat again today, as he has early speed and closing ability.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  6-4-3-5 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – NW 11,000 PACE 
 
1 – NITRO SEELSTER – Won two in a row in this class before moving up to the top level.  Goes in for a 
claiming price today, so he’s able to get back down to this level.  Should be the one to catch, assuming 
he can work his way to the front early.   
 
2 – KNOCKING AROUND – Very sharp right now, as he was able to work out a cover trip last time and 
rally late for the win.  He moves up two classes this week, but was in the top level quite a bit last season, 
so he’s been here before.   
 
3 – ONE BAD NIGHT – Tried Hoosier Park last week but was unsuccessful, and returns to The Meadows 
today.  Finished 9th in his last local appearance, but that was from a terrible post so you can’t read much 
into that.  Draws a much better spot today.   
 
4 – POACHER N – Won in a lower level last time as a 4-5 favorite, and moves up in class today.  Shows 
one start in this group, a 4th place finish, but he’s much more sharp right now than he was in late April.  
Merriman chose this one over #3 today.   
 
5 – SOUTHERN ALLIE – He continues to race well, winning 4 of his last 5 starts.  Moves up in class today, 
so he will be tested.  But he’s a classy veteran that is approaching $1 million in earnings for a reason.   
 
6 – UNLOCKED – Finished third in just his second start after a year-long layoff, only missing by a neck. 
The big question mark today is because he didn’t race last week.  Will he be 100% sharp after racing 
only twice then missing a week?  Pantaleano does stick with this one today, over #2. 
 
7 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – Moves up in class this week after two solid starts in lower levels.  He’s 
another one that didn’t race last week, but has had 19 starts this year so the week off may actually serve 
him well.  
 
8 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – Raced at Northfield last week in a lower level and overcome a tough post 
to finish second.  Draws the worst post today, so he may end up taking a more conservative trip this 
week.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:    6-1-2-5 

  



 
RACE 5 – 12,500-15,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – DRUNK ON YOU – Makes his second start after taking a month off, and paced a strong mile last 
week in his return.  He can be a big factor from the rail today with the right trip, but this is a very 
competitive field and they all have a shot.   
 
2 – FINAL JUSTICE – Goes in for the lower claiming price today and gets a much better post this week.  
Wrenn has sat behind him once recently, finishing fifth, but that was 2 trainers ago.   
 
3 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Finished a strong second last week, but today Merriman opts off this one in 
favor of #5.  He’s gone first-over three straight weeks, so hopefully he can avoid that trip today.   
 
4 – MAYTIME TERROR – He sat second in a brutal 54.1 first half last week and still had enough pace left 
to finish 4th.  He’s been very sharp in recent weeks, and has a chance to get the win today.  Palone had a 
choice between this one and #9, a horse that had won last time, and he chose to stay with this one. 
 
5 – BEACH BOY BRODY – This one was a runaway on the front last time, to a 54.1 half.  If he can be 
controlled and get a slower first half today, he will be a big contender in here.    
 
6 – CATHERINE’SDIAMOND – Goes in for a lower claiming price today but gets a worse post than last 
week.  Hasn’t been on the board in a while, and will likely be a longshot today.   
 
7 – PURDY SAM – Just missed last week, racing from mid-pack in the race that went to the half in 54.1.  
He was the favorite last week, and should take a lot of play again today.   
 
8 – INNOCENT VICTIM – Usually goes for the early lead, even from outside posts, but there’s a horse to 
his inside that has proven he can go to the half in 54, so I’m not sure what the strategy will be out of the 
gate for this one today. 
 
9 – ARTFUL BLISS – This one is in a tough spot, with plenty of speed to his left at the gate.  However, he 
is coming off a win last time, in his only start in this level.  Dave Palone opted off this one today in favor 
of #4. 
 

 
SELECTIONS:  4-9-7-5 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – NW 3 PACE 
 
1 – WESTERN BEACHBOY – Post hurt last time, but he gets an inside post this week.  Only lost it all by 
less than 3 lengths last time. 
 
2 – SO CONFUSED – Won in NW2 in local debut in a quick time, which should be enough to contend at 
this level today.  Wrenn had a choice to drive this one or #8, and went to #8, although he does drive a 
lot for the Stohler barn.    
 
3 – LEPRECHAUN HANOVER – Took a conservative route last week in his return after some breaking 
issues.  Paced a solid final half mile and a quick final quarter.  Moves to an inside post this week and 
should be a little more aggressive.   
 
4 – DISORDER – Makes his second start on Lasix today.  Took an inside route last week but lost ground 
in the stretch.  Will need a stronger final quarter today.   
 
5 – PEREZ HANOVER – Paced another fast final half mile last week after working his way into the outside 
flow.  Gapped a little in the turns but was closing in the stretch.  Can be a factor with a cover trip. 
 
6 – PC’S EXPRESSO – Tipped at the 3/8 last time and worked out a great cover trip, nearly getting the 
win.  Post shouldn’t hurt this week because he came from 6th last time. 
 
7 – BAMBINO JOE – Huge effort for this one last week in his return after a stake effort.  Battled for a 
long time before giving up the lead in the stretch.  May go for the early lead this week, as the horse that 
beat him last time has moved up in class.  
 
8 – I’VEGOTAGIRLCRUSH – Newcomer is a bit of a mystery.  Only three starts this year, then took a few 
weeks off and requalified earlier this week.  Has shown some very fast final quarters on the bigger track, 
but this may be his first start on a 5/8.  Trainer Trent Stohler usually doesn’t bring them over to The 
Meadows unless they have a chance to win. 
 
9 – BERMUDA BEACH BOY – This one takes a step up from the conditioned claimer today and gets the 
worst post.  Will likely be a longshot.  The class jump would lead me to think he’s not going to leave the 
gate today, but there isn’t a ton of early speed in here.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-7-5-2 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – 10,000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – COLOSSAL – Drops from the 12,500 level for his second start of the year.  Not a bad effort last time 
for a horse that hadn’t raced in over 14 months.  Look for improvement today.   
 
2 – MATCHPLAY HANOVER – Hasn’t been better than 6th in a while and is coming off a break, so he’ll 
likely be a longshot.  However, he has paced some consistent miles and didn’t have much of a chance 
from a bad post last week in his first start in the 10,000 level.  Not out of the question to hit the ticket at 
a price.   
 
3 – NURSERY ED – Takes a drop to the 10,000 class today for the first time.  He drew inside last week 
and went right to the lead, and the fractions weren’t that bad.  However, he only paced home in 31 
seconds.  He’ll need a better final quarter today.   
 
4 – INCREDIBLE DRAGON – Made an outside move last time but wasn’t able to make up much ground.  
Still, he hung on in the stretch and didn’t give up ground, either.  Hasn’t hit the board yet this year, but 
he will soon.  The other interesting note today is the driver choice.  Rawlings was asked to drive 4 
different horses in this race, and chose this one.   
 
5 – JUST N BERLANDER – He was making up ground late last time, as usual.  Post 9 left him with little 
chance, but he’s got a much better starting spot today.  If he can get to the outside early and draw some 
cover, he can be on the board.   
 
6 – THISWAYORTHEHIGHWY – Returns today after a 2-month layoff.  The qualifier was good, but he 
may be a week away from his best.   
 
7 – MAINLAND KEY N – The inside post caused him to get away 4th last week and he had to make a 
first-over move, which isn’t his usual style.  I’ll ignore that line and give him a strong look today, figuring 
he’s going right to the lead out of the gate.  Plus he’s also dropping in class today.   
 
8 – OFFICIALLY YOURS – A closer, he could possibly try to shake things up and leave today with a 
friendly face to his left that can get to the front in a hurry.  However, if he does race from the back, he 
can certainly be effective that way as well, as he was last week.   
 
9 – HICKORY LITTLE RED – This one has put in some good efforts of late, but today’s post will make it 
difficult on him.   
 
10 – ST LADS FLIRT – Bounced back last time with his best finish in a while, after making a move to the 
front going to the half mile pole.  He’ll need to work out a trip today from post 10.   
 
SELECTIONS:  5-7-8-2 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – TERROR O – Had no chance last week from post 10 in a race where the last half was in 54.3.  Should 
get away mid-pack today and be able to move with cover.   
 
2 – RYCROFT N – Started his season locally before heading east, and returns today.  He’s been facing 
some tough horses, and gets a significant class drop today to go along with a good post. 
 
3 – TERRORIFICVELOCITY – Paced a very fast mile at Scioto a couple of starts ago against a much lower 
level. Stepped up to NW6 at Hoosier last time but had a second-tier starting spot.  This class and post 
could be a good fit for him today.  Also note that Wrenn had a choice among 4 horses in here, and this 
one was his selection.   
 
4 – QUICK ART – Dropped to this class last time and raced well from a middle post after getting stung 
early.  Look for him to try to get to the top in a hurry out of the gate again today, and hopefully sit 
behind #5.  
 
5 – MAGIC MANNY – Battled last time and got caught late, but still put in a very good mile.  He is 
always at his best on the front, so  
 
6 – SILVERHILL BLAZE – Raced well at a 9-1 price last week, making a move in the third quarter to the 
outside, and eventually getting caught by the horse that sat behind him off the last turn.  He put away 
the frontrunners last week, a solid effort.   
 
7 – FOUR CARD MAJOR – Has bounced in and out of The Meadows in recent weeks, and his last local 
appearance was a solid second place finish in a higher level.   
 
8 – WESTERN TYRANT – Made his local debut last week and raced well, surviving a tough trip and only 
missing by ¾ of a length.  Moves to the outside post today, so working out a trip could be a challenge.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-2-1-5 
 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – NW 5000 PACE 
 
1 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – Put in a huge effort last week, finishing third and leading into the stretch 
despite getting parked.  Draws the inside this week and could be the one to beat.   
 
2 – HYPOTHETICAL – He has struggled to find consistency, with a 4-second span between his fastest 
and slowest miles in recent weeks.  This is the best post he’s drawn in the last few weeks, so that could 
help today.   
 
3 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – Has had bad posts the last 3 starts, and has raced well.  Always uses his early 
speed, and should be able to get away in front of the inside two horses at the start.   
 
4 – DATELINE HANOVER – Moves up in class this week after a 6th place finish, and gets his 5th different 
driver in the last 5 starts.  Has the look of a longshot today.   
 
5 – MONTANA PABLO A – Gets a class drop this week after a strong third place finish.  He was in the 
top level here over the winter, and certainly could be a contender in this group.   
 
6 – ON THE VIRG – His struggles at the start continue, as he made another costly break at the start last 
week.  He recovered well, only losing by three lengths, so he has the speed to contend, but is risky due 
to the breaks.   
 
7 – WARP FACTOR THREE – He made a tough first-over move last week, so he had reason to lose a little 
ground in the stretch last time.  He drops in class today, but gets a poor post.  Still, he can be a 
contender here with the right trip.   
 
8 – ZONE BLITZ – Another one that’s down in class this week, but gets the worst post.  Has some gate 
speed, and he may try to use it today, rather than sit last throughout the first half mile.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   1-3-7-8 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – W4/NOT MORE THAN 7 PACE  
 
1 – CAPTAIN VELOCITY –Hasn’t been lower than third all season, and even survived a second-tier start 
to finish third last week at Scioto.  He appears to be the horse to beat today.   
 
2 – HE’S A POPPER – The stablemate of #1, this one isn’t quite as sharp, coming off a break last time.  
Could still be a factor in here with the right trip.   
 
3 – SUNSET BRAYDON- Was a high-speed stake horse last year in Indiana, and returns today after 7 
months off.  The qualifier was very good – a 55.1 last half and a quick last quarter.  He faces tough 
horses here, but could be ready to win at first asking.   
 
4 – ROCK N JO Z – Won in a lower level last time, holding on by ¾ of a length.  Steps up in class today 
and should find this group to be a bit tougher.   
 
5 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – Changes classes today from the 12,500 claimer after a win.  He’s been facing 
older horses, so that could help that he’s seeing younger ones today, but this is still a tough spot.   
 
6 – INDIGO ART – Was hard-used out of the gate last week, then tried to make a second move in the 
third quarter.  Could be successful in here with an easier trip.  Also, took on older foes last week and 
faces some younger ones today.   
 
7 – MCLUCKY – Newcomer is 1-for-1 since moving into the Zubkoff barn  Very sharp effort last week, 
making two moves. Not sure how he will fit in this group today, especially with a poor post, but it would 
not be a surprise to see him do well in here.   
 
8 – BRIAN J – Another newcomer, this one joins the Snyder Stable this week.  Hasn’t been better than 6th 
in the last 3 starts, so he could be a bit of a price today.   
 
9 – IDEAL ACE – Didn’t get into the outside flow last week, then tried to find room late.  Put in a very 
strong effort.  Should fit this class well, as he won his last appearance in this level on May 5, but gets the 
outside post today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  1-6-9-3 
 
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – NW 5000 PACE 
 
1 – ALBIONKINGINFINITO – Lost by 17 lengths last week in a claimer, and changes classes today.  
Shows two recent starts in this class, 9th and 6th.  The biggest concern is the 32 second final quarter last 
week.   
 
2 – KINGOFTHEJUNGLE – Kind of an odd trip last week.  Left the gate and found a good spot, then the 
frontrunners started to pull away from him.  He was gapped around the last turn, but the field came back 
to him late, and he finished with a ton of pace, trying to find a clear path that wasn’t there.  Definitely a 
big player today.   
 
3 – ALLIE’S CRUISER – Was too far back last time to contend.  Has some gate speed, but so does #2.  
Hopefully he can hold some position out of the gate and not have to pull first-over.   
 
4 – TAP INTO POWER – Changes classes this week, moving out of claimers.  He’s kind of a mystery in 
here, not sure how he will fit this class.   
 
5 – CRANKIN’ IT UP – Changes trainers again this week back to the Rhoades barn.  Put in his best effort 
of the year at Scioto for Rhoades a month ago, so logically he could be a big factor again today.   
 
6 – ANTAGONIST – Drops in class this week, after a 7th place finish in a higher level.  Finished in the top-
three in four of his first six starts this year, but has been in a slump lately.   
 
7 – STARTHIMUP – He’s been racing better than his finish positions show.  Has good closing speed, but 
hasn’t been closer than 8th at the half in the last 3 weeks.  Unfortunately, he could end up that far back 
again this week.   
 
8 – BELLOWS BINGE – Drops in class after a race in which he only finished 3 lengths behind the leader.  
However, he draws a poor starting spot, and if he races from the back, he will have to get past #7, also a 
strong closer.   
 
9 – FOILED AGAIN – Still trying for career win #100, he was a game second place finisher in his last start, 
then took last week off.  He returns today in a higher level and gets the outside post.  He can still win, 
but it’s going to take a big effort today.  Fortunately, he’s made $7 million and knows how to put in big 
efforts.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  2-9-7-5 
 
 

  



 
RACE 12 – NW 3500 PACE 
 
1 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – Has been in this class 4 times this year, and has finished 2nd or 3rd each time.  
Raced well from post 8 last week and moves to the inside today.  Definitely a big factor in here.   
 
2 – DAFINATY – Did well to get a 5th place finish from post 9 last time, and moves to a much better spot 
today.  However, he has yet to finish higher than 3rd in 20 tries this year.   
 
3 – DOCTOR RJ – Has been first or second in more than half of his starts this year, and drops in class 
today.  He’s been facing some tough horses and pacing some fast miles, so he could be the one to beat 
today.   
 
4 – TODDLER TANTRUM – Has one win this year, and it was in this class.  He drops today after five or six 
starts in higher levels.  Definitely can be a big factor today with the right trip.  He hasn’t shown it lately, 
but he has gate speed and I think he will use it this week.   
 
5 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – Only raced 9 times last year and has been off over 7 months.  He returns 
today but he’s likely a few weeks away from his best efforts.   
 
6 – THE PEPPERONI KID – Has 4 starts under his belt now, but went the wrong way last start, finishing 8th 
after a solid third the start before.  Has the look of a longer shot today.   
 
7 – CYRUS SEELSTER – He dropped to this level for his last start but wasn’t sharp, losing by 14 lengths.  
He has taken a month off and returns today.  He won’t likely be 100% sharp after missing a month, but 
keep an eye on him in the final quarter.  If he shows some pace coming home, it could be a sign to use 
him high up on the ticket next week.   
 
8 – AMERICA’S FLEET – If this one has any gate speed, today would be a great day to use it.  He’ll be 
rolling quickly behind the gate from the outside post.  He comes off a decent second place finish last 
time, and could be a major player here with the right trip.  However, if he sits 8th early, it’s going to be 
tough for him to make up enough ground to win.   
 
9 – LUCKY MILLIONAIRE – Comes off a 9th place finish and draws the worst post today.  Should be a 
high price in here.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  3-1-8-4 
 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – 17,000 CD CLAIMING TROT 
 
1 – NICK OF TIME – Has shown the ability to get out of the gate from outside posts, but not from the 
rail.  Had the rail in this class on May 9 and only got away 5th.  He seems to be a little better when he’s 
involved early, so the rail may not be the best spot for him.   
 
2 – NOBLE PRIZE – Moved out of NW3 into a conditioned claimer last week, but only managed an 8th 
place finish.  Drops another level today and draws inside, but just hasn’t been sharp lately.  Still, is a 
Burke trainee and has to be respected.   
 
3 – MANWITHAMISSION – Got off to a slow start last week and was never able to get involved.  May try 
to change tactics this week with a better post.  Left the gate from post 5 a couple of starts ago. 
 
4 – DOUGLAS HANOVER – Made his first two starts of the season in this class before moving to the 
NW3500 group.  Put in two decent sub-1:57 efforts in that class, now moves back to claimers.  Should fit 
well in this class today.   
 
5 – BLAMEITONTHEALCOHL – Won in this level in late April but has struggled since that time.  Could 
pop up with a big effort one of these weeks, but is likely to be a longshot today.   
 
6 – MS MULLEN – Bounced back from a break with a good effort last week in the NW3500 level against 
some older horses.  Goes back to conditioned claimers this week, and shows a third place finish on May 
16 in her only other start in this class. 
 
7 – DEFIANT VICTORY – Got away third last time before getting shuffled.  Isn’t likely to challenge early, 
so look for this one to be trying to get into the outer flow and pass horses late.   
 
8 – CLAIRE AND KENNY – A sleeper in here, this one shows a third place finish and a couple of breaks in 
the last 3 starts.  Can be a factor, but needs to avoid the break.   
 
9 – BAD RENTORS – Won in straight NW3 class last time in a strong effort from post 9.  Draws another 
outside post, but changes to a claimer this week and certainly can repeat despite the post.   
 
10 – EVERYROSEHASATHORN – Trotted a very good mile from post 9 last time.  Gets the second tier 
today, and likes to race close to the lead, so she’s going to have a tough time working out her kind of 
trip today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  9-4-6-10-2 


